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L A custom driveway from Driveway Impressions is an 
affordable way to bring new beauty & value!

With Driveway Impression’s proprietary StreetPrint imprinted asphalt technology you can 
enjoy the effect of real brick or stone, for less money than you might think. Consider the  
additional advantages of imprinted asphalt over real brick, stone, stamped concrete or 
pavers, and you’ll find a more beautiful surface – that will stay beautiful longer – at a far 
lower cost!

L Lasting Beauty …

Driveway Impressions offers StreetPrint in a broad range of patterns, colors and custom 
configurations you can use to turn one of the single largest features of your property into 
a decorative gem. As you can see from the ‘before and after’ simulations in this brochure, 
StreetPrint presents an authentic representation of natural brick in a variety of colors. 
Depending on the style and color of your home, you may prefer StreetPrint slate or cob-
blestone patterns, each providing the same realistic appearance.

L Your Driveway Impressions decorative driveway starts out 
beautiful – & stays beautiful! 

StreetPrint imprinted asphalt, with its unique poly/cement surfacing system has addi-
tional advantages over other paving technologies, including real brick or stone, stamped 
concrete, etc. Because the StreetPrint pattern is formed from a single continuous layer 
of asphalt substrate, it resists penetration by water (which, with recurring freeze/thaw 
cycles, can cause surface damage to other paving technologies). This same feature virtually 
eliminates potential damage from plant growth and insect activity. StreetPrint’s poly/ce-
ment surface compound resists staining and damage from salt, oil, chemicals and petro-
chemicals—materials that can ruin brick, stone, concrete or untreated asphalt. And finally, 
should your StreetPrint decorative driveway become damaged, even many years down the 
road, it can be repaired and resurfaced seamlessly, returning the driveway to ‘like-new’ 
condition in as little as a single day! Driveway Impressions’ StreetPrint technology truly is 
a better, more cost-effective solution in both the short and long terms.



See the difference
for yourself.
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L Application

Imprint pattern templates Apply poly-cement
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Colored Borders Circular Accents Addresses

Herringbone Ashlar SlateOffset Brick

ScallopRandom SlateBritish Cobble

L Patterns

L Accents & Borders  | To create your own driveway design go to 
 www.drivewayimpressions/design_options.  



Fawn

L Accent & Border Colors | For actual color samples request the 
 Driveway Impressions Color Guide

Burnt Sienna Bedrock

Sierra

Granite

Terracotta

Mocha Brown Suede

Graphite

Brick

Down to Earth

Slate Hunter Green

L Main Area Colors

Taupe

Truffle

San Diego Buff

Concrete Grey Irish Cream

Driftwood

Sandstone
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Driveway Impressions’ StreetPrint –  
better technology means better overall value! 

L Durability …

The inherent properties of StreetPrint’s imprinted asphalt substrate and proprietary poly/
cement surfacing technology makes it a superior choice for durability as well as beauty. The 
continuous, flexible surface of the asphalt substrate resists cracking and lifting, a frequent 
problem with real brick, concrete pavers and stamped concrete. With other more rigid 
paving technologies, water penetration (through seams or expansion joints, in the case of 
stamped concrete), followed by subsequent freeze/thaw cycles, can cause extensive damage.

Insects and plant growth can also penetrate these surfaces and further degrade their ap-
pearance and structural integrity. In warmer climates, where continuous exposure to sun-
light may cause color fade (an irreparable problem for stamped concrete), StreetPrint’s poly/
cement surfacing system once again provides greater resilience. And finally, StreetPrint can 
be cost-effectively resurfaced and returned to ‘like-new’ condition – years after it’s original 
installation – a trick no other paving technology can match! Simply stated, your Driveway 
Impressions decorative driveway starts out beautiful and stays beautiful longer!

L Professional, courteous applicators you can trust …

The quality of your overall experience with Driveway Impressions is as important to us 
as the quality of our final product. Let’s face it, everyone has suffered the experience of 
an unreliable … ok, just plain scary … contractor from time to time. (Sure, there are 
plenty of great contractors, but you know the ones we’re talking about.) Every Driveway 
Impressions applicator is selected, and specifically trained, to provide more than expert 
installation – our applicators must exhibit the ability and the desire to deliver the profes-
sional, personal, courteous service you deserve. And, you’ll get that level of service … 
every time … guaranteed!

L Phenomenal Value!

If you’ve always wanted the look of real brick or stone, but were afraid the cost would 
make it prohibitive … you were right … until now. A StreetPrint driveway from Driveway 
Impressions could save you thousands! No other technology can provide such a dramatic, 
authentic appearance as cost-effectively.

L 1 800 323 7595 
www.drivewayimpressions.com 



Dramatically enhance
your home’s curb appeal.
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L Call 1 800 323 7595 
 to contact a Driveway Impressions operation near you.
 For franchise information call 1 888 291 6719.

www.drivewayimpressions.com


